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We present a study of the impact of the cross-coupling between the two servo loops used to stabilize the repetition
rate f rep and the carrier-envelope offset (CEO) frequency f CEO in a commercial Er:fiber frequency comb, based on
the combination of experimental measurements and a model of the coupled loops. The developed theoretical
model enables us to quantify the influence of the servo-loop coupling on an optical comb line, by simulating
the hypothetic case where no coupling would be present. Numerical values for the model were obtained from
an extensive characterization of the comb, in terms of frequency noise and dynamic response to a modulation
applied to each actuator, for both f rep and f CEO. To validate the model, the frequency noise of an optical comb
line at 1.56 μm was experimentally measured from the heterodyne beat between the comb and a cavity-stabilized
ultranarrow-linewidth laser and showed good agreement with the calculated noise spectrum. The coupling
between the two stabilization loops results in a more than 10-fold reduction of the comb mode frequency noise
power spectral density in a wide Fourier frequency range.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, optical frequency combs have enabled im-
pressive progress in numerous research areas, such as time
and frequency metrology [1, 2] and broadband high-resolution
spectroscopy [3–5], by providing a phase-coherent link be-
tween optical and microwave frequencies. The two para-
meters defining the frequency comb, i.e., the repetition rate
f rep and the carrier-envelope offset (CEO) frequency f CEO,
are both affected by a specific type of intra cavity perturba-
tion, so that their noise is usually correlated [6,7]. Hence, for
each intra cavity noise (such as environmental perturbations,
pump-induced noise, or amplified spontaneous emission),
there is one specific comb mode for which the resulting noise
is minimized in the free-running comb. This has been pre-
viously described as a breathing motion of the comb around
a so-called fixed point according to the elastic tape model in-
troduced by Telle et al. [8]. In Telle et al.’s original model, as
well as in subsequent experimental studies [9,10], the fluctua-
tions induced in f rep and f CEO by a given perturbation were
implicitly assumed to be fully correlated (in phase) or antic-
orrelated (180° out-of-phase), so that the resulting noise can-
cels out at the fixed point. Here, we show from experimental
data obtained in an Er:fiber comb that a different phase shift
may occur between the response of f rep and f CEO to a given
modulation. In that case, a true fixed point (at which the fluc-
tuations induced by f rep and f CEO compensate exactly) does
not exist and we introduce instead the concept of a quasi-fixed
point at which the fluctuations induced in the optical comb
line by f rep are minimized by the fluctuations induced by
f CEO. We also show that this quasi-fixed point is not unique
for a given source of perturbation but instead varies with
the Fourier frequency of the perturbation, leading to a
frequency-dependent quasi-fixed point.
Furthermore, the fixed point concept applies to a free-
running comb only, and there has been little investigation
of the impact of the correlation between f rep and f CEO in a
fully stabilized comb so far. Full stabilization of a frequency
comb is generally achieved using two phase-lock loops to co-
herently stabilize f rep and f CEO to a radio frequency (RF) re-
ference [11]. Control of the laser cavity length using a
piezoelectric transducer (PZT) is the traditional method of
stabilizing the repetition rate, whereas the pump power is gen-
erally used to stabilize f CEO [12,13]. However, these two actua-
tors are not independent, and each of them has a simultaneous
influence on the two comb parameters. Such behavior was
predicted by the theory of Newbury and Washburn [14], but
we report here precise experimental evidence of this effect.
Similar transfer functions, including for femtosecond laser
output power, have been reported for an Er:fiber frequency
comb that makes use of an intracavity electro-optic modulator
(EOM) for high-bandwidth stabilization of f rep to an optical
reference [15]. In that case, a strong focus was put on the
comb dynamic response to the EOM modulation. Here, the
target of our study is completely different, and our measured
transfer functions for PZT and pump power modulation pro-
vide new insights into the noise of a free-running frequency
comb. Furthermore, we demonstrate the first quantitative
characterization of the impact of the coupling between the
CEO and repetition rate servo loops in an Er:fiber comb sta-
bilized to an RF reference. We observe an improvement of the
frequency noise power spectral density (PSD) of an optical
comb line by more than one order of magnitude over a wide
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range of Fourier frequencies (100 Hz–10 kHz) resulting from
this coupling. We introduce a theoretical model to describe
the impact of the CEO servo loop on both the repetition rate
and an optical comb mode. The good agreement observed
between experimental results and calculated data validates
our model.
The content of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we briefly describe the frequency comb used in this
study and the experimental methods applied to characterize
its noise properties. In Section 3, we present the dynamic
response of the comb measured for pump power and PZT
modulation, and we introduce the concept of the frequency-
dependent quasi-fixed point as an outcome of these measure-
ments. Section 4 is devoted to the presentation of the model
implemented to describe the coupled servo loops and its va-
lidation by experimental results showing the impact of the
CEO servo loop on the noise of the repetition rate. In Section 5,
this model is applied to quantify the impact of the servo-loop
coupling on the frequency noise of a comb line. A conclusion
is presented in Section 6. Finally, Appendix A contains a more
exhaustive version of the model that takes into account
the noise of the frequency references used in the stabilization
loops.
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
We used a commercial Er:fiber frequency comb (FC1500 from
MenloSystems) in our experimental investigations. The comb
is generated from a passively mode-locked fiber ring laser
with a center wavelength of 1560 nm. The repetition rate is
tuned to f rep  250 MHz and is stabilized by feedback to a
PZT that makes fine control of the laser cavity length. The er-
ror signal is generated by mixing down the fourth harmonic of
f rep (1 GHz) with a 980 MHz reference signal from a dielectric
resonator oscillator (DRO) referenced to an H-maser. The re-
sulting 20 MHz signal is compared to a stable reference
signal from a direct digital synthesizer in a double-balanced
mixer acting as an analog phase detector, whose output con-
stitutes the error signal. This error signal is amplified in a pro-
portional-integral-derivative (PID) controller (PIC210) and is
fed back to a high-voltage amplifier with 23 dB gain that drives
the PZT. Here we call uPZT the input signal of the high-voltage
amplifier.
The CEO beat is detected with a standard f − 2f interferom-
eter [16] after spectral broadening of the laser output spec-
trum to one octave in a highly nonlinear fiber. Coarse
tuning of the CEO frequency is performed by an intra cavity
wedge, whereas fine tuning and stabilization are achieved by
controlling the injection current of one of the pump diodes of
the femtosecond laser. This is performed via a standard laser
driver without any customization for fast pump power mod-
ulation as implemented in some cases [17]. The CEO beat fre-
quency is phase-locked to a 20 MHz oscillator referenced to an
H-maser. For this purpose, phase fluctuations between the
CEO beat and the reference signal are detected in a digital
phase detector (DXD200) with a large, linear detection range
of 32 · 2π phase difference. The resulting error signal is for-
warded to a PID controller (PIC201) that drives the pump la-
ser current source. We label upump the input signal that
controls the pump laser driver.
In order to study the impact of the coupling between
these two stabilization loops, we performed an extensive
characterization of the comb in terms of frequency noise, dy-
namic response, and complete loop transfer functions, both
for the repetition rate and the CEO beat. Furthermore, we also
characterized the frequency noise and dynamic response of an
optical comb line at 1.56 μm, by beating the comb with an
ultranarrow-linewidth cavity-stabilized laser [18], to validate
our model. Various frequency (phase) discriminators were
used to demodulate the repetition rate, the CEO beat, and
the heterodyne beat with the cavity-stabilized laser, in order
to measure the frequency noise or the modulation response
of these signals. A detailed description of these frequency dis-
criminators has been previously reported together with their
main characteristics [19]. In the present study, we mainly used
a frequency discriminator based on a digital phase-lock loop
(HF2PLL from Zurich Instrument) for the characterization of
low-noise signals, e.g., for the repetition rate, and an RF dis-
criminator with a broader frequency range (Miteq FMDM
21.4=2–4) for signals with a higher noise, such as the CEO beat
or the comb–laser heterodyne beat. Frequency noise spectra
were obtained by measuring the PSD of the discriminator out-
put voltage using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum
analyzer. The dynamic response of the comb to the modula-
tion of the cavity length or of the pump power was obtained by
synchronously detecting the output signal of the discrimina-
tor using a lock-in amplifier referenced to the modulation
frequency.
3. FREQUENCY COMB DYNAMIC RESPONSE
In this section, we discuss the dynamic response of the
comb, i.e., the response of f CEO and f rep experimentally
measured for a modulation of the cavity length or pump
power (Subsection 3.A). From these results, we extract
new insights about the comb fixed point concept in
Subsection 3.B.
A. Repetition Rate and CEO Dynamic Control
The two actuators used to control the CEO and the repetition
rate in a frequency comb are not fully independent. A voltage
applied to the PZT controlling the repetition rate also induces
a shift of the CEO frequency, whereas the pump current
influences both the CEO and the repetition rate frequencies.
In order to quantify these coupled contributions, we measured
four transfer function matrix elements determining the
response of the comb to the various actuators as

~f CEOω
~f repω



Cf CEOupumpω Cf CEOuPZT ω
Cf repupumpω Cf repuPZTω

~upumpω
~uPZTω

:
(1)
Here we define the Fourier transform of a function ut by
~uω  limT→∞
RT=2
−T=2 uteiωtdt. Throughout this paper, vari-
ables in the frequency (Fourier) domain are labeled with a
tilde [e.g., ~uω], or by a capital letter [e.g., Cf CEOupumpω] in
the case of transfer functions. The frequency dependence
in the Fourier domain is denoted by the angular frequency
ω to make the distinction from frequencies in the carrier do-
main that are labeled by f (e.g., f CEO or f rep).
First of all, the static tuning rates were determined by mea-
suring the change in f rep and f CEO with respect to the DC
voltage upump or uPZT applied to the pump laser driver or to
the PZT high voltage amplifier, respectively. The CEO and
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repetition rate frequencies were measured with either an elec-
trical spectrum analyzer or a frequency counter. The positive
sign of the CEO beat frequency was unambiguously deter-
mined by observing the displacement of the beat frequency
between one comb line and the 1.56 μm cavity-stabilized laser
when f rep and f CEO were successively scanned. A linear re-
gression of the frequency versus applied voltage was per-
formed to extract the static tuning coefficients, which
correspond to the local slope of the variation of f rep (f CEO)
as a function of the control voltage uPZT or upump. For a change
of the cavity length, we obtained ∂f CEO=∂uPZT ≈ −820 kHz=V
and ∂f rep=∂uPZT ≈ 310 Hz=V. For a change of the pump power,
∂f CEO=∂upump ≈ 110 MHz=V and ∂f rep=∂upump ≈ −1.2 kHz=V.
The effect of a variation of the cavity length on the frequency
of an optical comb line is strongly dominated by the contribu-
tion of the repetition rate, because of the large mode index
(N ≈ 7.7 · 105 at λ  1.56 μm) that multiplies the repetition
rate. However, both the CEO and the repetition rate have a
similar contribution to the tuning of a comb line with the
pump laser power.
In addition to the static tuning rates, we also measured the
dynamic response of f rep and f CEO to modulation of the pump
power and of the cavity length. Such measurements show how
the CEO and the repetition rate may be affected by external
perturbations occurring at different frequencies, such as the
noise on the pump laser current or mechanical noise induced
by vibrations, air drafts, or temperature effects. The dynamic
response (transfer function) of the repetition rate and CEO
frequencies was measured by modulating the cavity length
(via the PZT input voltage uPZT with an amplitude of 100 mV
rms) and the pump laser current (with a 10 mV rms amplitude
applied to the current driver control voltage upump), respec-
tively, with a sine waveform of varying frequency ω=2π (in
the range from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz) and by detecting the
changes in f rep and f CEO occurring at the modulation fre-
quency with a lock-in amplifier after demodulation. In order
to observe the small frequency modulation (FM) induced on
the RF carrier (f rep or f CEO), different frequency discrimina-
tors have been used to demodulate the frequency-modulated
signals, as mentioned in Section 2. The discriminators operate
around f Discr  20 MHz, but signals at a different frequency
f signal may be analyzed after frequency downconversion (by
mixing with a reference signal at f Discr  f signal and proper fil-
tering). For example, due to the tiny variation of the repetition
rate with the modulation signal (cavity length or pump cur-
rent) compared to the corresponding effect on the CEO
frequency, the detection has been performed at a high harmo-
nic of the repetition rate in order to enlarge the frequency
modulation depth to be detected by the frequency discrimina-
tor. For this purpose, the 12th harmonic of f rep (12 × f rep 
3 GHz) has been detected using a fast photodiode (New-Focus
1434, 25 GHz bandwidth) and mixed with a reference signal at
2.98 GHz to produce the 20 MHz signal that was analyzed with
either the Miteq or HF2PLL frequency discriminator. The ana-
lyzed signal thus contained 12 times the frequency modulation
depth of f rep and was later on scaled down by this factor in
order to obtain the repetition rate transfer function. The out-
put signal of the discriminator is proportional to the frequency
modulation of the input signal and was subsequently analyzed
with a lock-in amplifier to extract the component (in
amplitude and phase) at the modulation frequency. Knowing
the sensitivity of the frequency discriminator (in V=Hz)
allowed us to convert the measured lock-in voltage into the
frequency modulation. Our frequency discriminator has a sen-
sitivity of 1.25 V=MHz for Miteq and is digitally adjustable for
HF2PLL. A value in the range 10−3–10−2 V=Hz was usually
used with this discriminator. The bandwidth is about
2 MHz for Miteq and 50 kHz for HF2PLL [19].
The dynamic responses of f CEO and f rep to cavity length
modulation are very different, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The PZT
has many mechanical resonances that strongly affect the CEO
response, especially above a few hundred hertz. We believe
this effect to result from a tiny misalignment of the PZT from
the optical axis, which induces changes in the polarization and
amplitude of the pulses in the resonator via the complex laser
dynamics. These resonances are only weakly visible on the
repetition rate transfer function, which shows a cut-off fre-
quency of a few kilohertz, whereas the CEO is affected by
the PZT modulation up to a much higher frequency. The CEO
and repetition rate tuning coefficients measured at low mod-
ulation frequency (ω=2 π < 10 Hz) are in relatively good
agreement with the static values previously determined. Some
difference is however observed, which can arise from the fol-
lowing two reasons: (i) between DC and 0.1 Hz, some slow
physical phenomena (mainly of thermal origin) might occur
and affect the dynamic response at very low frequency; (ii) the
measurement of the static tuning coefficients might be af-
fected by the drift of f CEO and f rep that arises in the free-
running comb and which is difficult to distinguish from the
deliberate frequency change induced by a change of the cavity
length or pump current.
In a similar way, the CEO and repetition rate transfer func-
tions were measured for pump power modulation. In addition
to the analyzed change in the repetition rate frequency (FM
signal), pump laser modulation also induces a modulation of
the mode-locked laser optical power and thus an amplitude
modulation (AM) of both the repetition rate and CEO beat
signals. Due to the potential AM sensitivity of some fre-
quency discriminators [19], great care was taken throughout
the experiments to measure the true FM response of f CEO and
f rep without being affected by residual AM effects. This was
especially critical in the case of f rep, as the FM depth is orders
of magnitude smaller than for f CEO and is thus more prone to
AM-induced artifacts. For this reason, the dynamic response
of f rep has been measured by the digital phase-locked loop
(PLL) discriminator HF2PLL, which proved to be affected
only marginally by AM [19].
Figure 1(b) shows that a similar bandwidth is achieved in
the transfer function of f rep and f CEO for pump current mod-
ulation, in the order of 10 kHz, limited by the lifetime of the
excited state in the Er gain medium coupled with the laser
dynamics [9]. The observed bandwidth is comparable to the
value previously reported by Washburn et al. for the pump
diode current-to-comb output power transfer function in an-
other Er:fiber comb [9] but is smaller than the ≈60 kHz roll-off
frequency recently reported by Zhang et al. for the pump di-
ode current-to-comb amplitude transfer function measured in
an Er:fiber comb equipped with an intracavity EOM [15]. One
should point out that the laser dynamics and thus the CEO
transfer function and bandwidth may slightly depend on the
laser mode-locked state, in a similar way as the phase noise
PSD was shown to depend on the mode-locking conditions in
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an analogous frequency comb [17]. To avoid any issue related
to this possible effect, all the measurements reported in this
paper have been obtained with the laser operating in the same
mode-locked state. At low frequency (below 5 Hz), the beha-
vior significantly differs between f rep and f CEO: a much stee-
per slope in the amplitude of the f rep transfer function and a
significant phase shift are observed. We believe that this effect
arises from a thermally induced change of the fiber laser re-
sonator length resulting from the slowly modulated optical
power absorbed in the Er-doped fiber.
As an additional verification of the measured dynamic re-
sponse of f rep, which is potentially the most susceptible to
AM-induced artifacts, we also measured the transfer function
of an optical comb line with respect to pump laser modula-
tion (1 mV rms applied to the laser driver). This was realized
by beating the free-running comb with a 1.56 μm cavity-
stabilized ultranarrow-linewidth laser [18] and by analyzing
the laser–comb beat note (f beat) with the Miteq frequency dis-
criminator. In order to distinguish between the contribution
of the repetition rate and of the CEO in the heterodyne beat,
the CEO contribution was first subtracted from the analyzed
signal. This was performed by frequency mixing the ≈40 MHz
heterodyne beat with the ≈20 MHz CEO beat and subse-
quently bandpass filtering the CEO-free component at
20 MHz (f beat − f CEO), which was demodulated with the Miteq
discriminator. With this proper choice of sign, the analyzed
CEO-free beat contains N times the frequency modulation of
the repetition rate. No AM issue is encountered in this
measurement because of the huge enhancement of the FM
amplitude compared to the direct measurement of f rep.
The perfect correspondence that we observed between the
frequency response of the CEO-free laser–comb beat and N ·
f rep demonstrates the correctness of the measured repetition
rate transfer function.
B. Frequency Dependence of the Comb Quasi-Fixed
Point
In the elastic tape model of the comb introduced by Telle and
co-workers [8], the assumed full correlation between the noise
of f CEO and f rep in a free-running frequency comb leads to a
breathing motion of the comb around a fixed point N fix, at
which the two noise contributions compensate each other.
In this model, the fixed point is given by the ratio of the static
tuning coefficients of f CEO and f rep with respect to an external
perturbations x (e.g., upump or uPZT):
Nxfix  −

∂f CEO
∂x
.∂f rep
∂x

: (2)
In most experiments, the comb fixed point for a given ex-
ternal perturbation has been determined quasi-statically, i.e.,
by applying a square-waveform modulation at low frequency
(typically 0.5–1 Hz) and measuring the corresponding change
in f CEO and f rep with a frequency counter (typically with
100 ms gate time) [9,10]. In a different approach, Walker et al.
[20] modulated the pump power in a Ti:sapphire Kerr lens
mode-locked laser at a higher (fixed) frequency of 167 Hz
and analyzed the effect on the beat note between a tunable
Ti:sapphire cw laser and the nearest comb line. By phase-
locking the beat note to a 20 MHz reference frequency via
feedback to the cavity length of the mode-locked laser, they
used the control voltage of the PLL, synchronously detected,
as a sensitive measurement of the frequency shift of the
optical comb line induced by the pump power modulation.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Transfer functions in amplitude (left plots) and phase (right plots) of f CEO (light thick curve, left vertical axis) and f rep (dark
thin curve, right vertical axis) in the Er:fiber comb for cavity length modulation, applied through (a) a modulation of the PZT drive voltage and
(b) for pump laser modulation. The points on the left vertical axes represent the DC values separately obtained from a static measurement.
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By tuning the cw laser across the comb spectrum, they mea-
sured the change in optical frequency induced by the pump
modulation for different comb modes, so as to extract the
comb fixed point. But this measurement was performed at
a single modulation frequency and the response of both
f CEO and f rep to the applied modulation was considered as in-
stantaneous, so that no possible phase shift between f CEO and
f rep was accounted for.
Here, our dynamic measurements of the CEO and repetition
rate complete transfer functions (in amplitude and phase) over
a broad range of modulation frequencies led us to introduce
two modifications to the original comb elastic tape model:
(i) The measured transfer functions show that a phase
shift might occur between the response of f CEO and
f rep to a given modulation. The resulting noise of a
comb line of indexN can thus be considered as a vector
sum of two complex contributions Cf CEOxω · ~xω and
N · Cf repxω · ~xω, where the complex dynamic tuning
rates are considered here, Cfx  jCfxjeiφ, where φ is
the phase of the transfer function and f stands for
either f CEO or f rep. This vector sum can be zeroed at
a particular value of N (N  Nxfix) only in the case of
a perfect correlation (φCEO − φrep  0) or anticorrela-
tion (φCEO − φrep  π) between the response of f CEO
and f rep to a given modulation. This corresponds to
the traditional fixed point considered in previous
studies. In all other cases where φCEO − φrep ≠ kπ
k  0; 1;…, a full compensation of the contributions
of Cf CEOxω · ~xω andN · Cf repxω · ~xω cannot occur,
so that a true fixed point does not exist. However, there
is still one comb line for which the resulting noise is
minimized (but is not zero), and we call the correspond-
ing mode index the quasi-fixed point, which is given by
Nxq-fixω  −Re

Cf CEOxω
Cf repxω

: (3)
The resulting frequency deviation of an arbitrary comb
line νN is given by
jΔ~νNωjjCf repxω
· ~xωj

Im

Cf CEOxω
Cf repxω

2
N−Nxq-fixω2
s
; (4)
showing that a true fixed point exists only if
the imaginary part of Cf CEOx=Cf repx is zero, i.e.,
φCEO − φrep  kπ.
(ii) Our dynamic measurements performed over a broad
frequency range enabled us to determine a quasi-fixed
point at each Fourier frequency ω=2π of the considered
perturbation, and thus to obtain a frequency distribu-
tion of the comb quasi-fixed point. Such an approach
had not been applied earlier to the best of our knowl-
edge. Kim et al. [10] reported a related approach in a
Cr:forsterite 1.3 μm comb, but applied to the measure-
ment of the frequency response of a comb line for
pump power modulation. They analyzed the frequency
response of the heterodyne beat note between a comb
line and a narrow-linewidth laser using a delay line fre-
quency discriminator. Performing such a measurement
with a couple of lasers at different wavelengths
(1319 nm close to the comb fixed point, 1064 and
1550 nm on both sides of the fixed point), they could
show a significantly smaller response near the comb
fixed point at 1319 nm and a ≈180° phase difference be-
tween the frequency response of the 1064 and 1550 nm
beat notes, showing the anticorrelation between them.
As the analyzed beat note signals contain the combined
contributions of both f CEO and f rep, which could not be
individually inferred in these measurements, this ap-
proach neither accurately determined the position of
the comb fixed point (due to the very small number
of different considered wavelengths) nor showed any
Fourier frequency dependence of the fixed point.
From our separate measurement of the dynamic response
of f CEO and f rep in amplitude and phase as reported in
Subsection 3.A, the response of any comb line can be pro-
cessed, which is the strength of our approach. Moreover, this
enables us to introduce a frequency-dependent comb quasi-
fixed point Nxq-fixω as shown in Eq. (3).
The frequency-dependent quasi-fixed points obtained for
cavity length and pump power modulation are shown in Fig. 2.
In the case of cavity length fluctuations, the phase of Cf CEOuPZT
and Cf repuPZT is close to 0 and π, respectively, for modulation
frequencies ranging from DC to ≈200 Hz. A true fixed
point thus arises in this case, varying from NPZTfix ≈ 200 at
ω=2π  200 Hz to NPZTfix ≈ 1;000 at ω=2π  0.1 Hz and tending
to the DC value of ≈2;600 obtained from the static tuning coef-
ficients of f CEO and f rep. This later value corresponds to an
optical frequency νPZTfix  NPZTfix · f rep ≈ 0.7 THz, which is close
to the value of 1 THz previously reported for the fixed point in
another Er:fiber laser [21]. At Fourier frequencies higher
than 200 Hz, the phase difference between the transfer func-
tions of f CEO and f rep departs from π, so that only a quasi-fixed
point can be defined. This quasi-fixed point cannot be accu-
rately determined because of numerous PZT resonances,
which strongly influence the CEO transfer function [see
Fig. 1(a)]. The sign reversals in the transfer function of f CEO
associated with these resonances lead to a quasi-fixed point
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Spectral distribution of the comb quasi-fixed
point obtained for cavity length modulation (left vertical scale, thin
blue curve) and for laser pump power modulation (right vertical scale,
thick red curve). The points on the left vertical axis represent the sta-
tic fixed points obtained from the ratio of the DC tuning coefficients of
f CEO and f rep. The quasi-fixed point for cavity length modulation pre-
sents many sign reversals that result from mechanical resonances in
the PZT. The solid curve corresponds to positive values of NPZTq-fix and
the dashed curve to negative values of NPZTq-fix.
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for cavity length fluctuation that alternates between positive
and negative values at higher Fourier frequencies.
For pump current modulation, a significant phase shift is
observed at a low modulation frequency (below ≈10 Hz) in
the transfer functions of f rep. This leads to the absence of a
true fixed point, and only a quasi-fixed point can be defined
according to Eq. (3). Furthermore, an important increase of
the comb quasi-fixed point is observed at low frequency,
from the static value Npumpfix ≈ 9 · 10
4 and Npumpq-fix ≈ 6.4 · 10
4 at
ω=2π  0.1 Hz to Npumpq-fix ≈ 4 · 105 at ω=2π ≈ 5 Hz. At higher
modulation frequencies, the phase difference between the
transfer functions of f CEO and f rep remains close to π so that
a true fixed point can be considered here, which has a much
weaker frequency dependence up to ≈20 kHz. The quasi-fixed
point corresponds to a quasi-fixed frequency νpumpq-fix ranging
from ≈16.2 THz (λ ≈ 19 μm at ω=2π  0.1 Hz) to ≈140 THz
(λ ≈ 2.2 μm at ω=2π  20 kHz), which is located far below
the laser carrier (192 THz), especially for low frequency mod-
ulation. This is in contrast to previous observations made in
other Er:fiber lasers [9,21,22], but also in other types of mode-
locked lasers such as Cr:forsterite lasers [10], using a different
measurement method based on a low-frequency square wave-
form modulation and a fast counter. The origin of this discre-
pancy is not explained, but the possibility that the fixed point
moves significantly from the carrier was stated [21].
The observed frequency dependence of the (quasi) fixed
point indicates that there is not a true fixed point in the comb
either for pump power modulation or for cavity length mod-
ulation. This represents a new assessment about the noise dis-
tribution in a frequency comb, which has not been previously
considered to our knowledge and which is an outcome of our
dynamic response measurements.
4. COUPLING BETWEEN THE TWO COMB
SERVO LOOPS
In this section, we present the model that we developed to
describe the coupled servo loops (Subsection 4.A), and we
then show the impact of this coupling on the stabilization
of the comb repetition rate (Subsection 4.B).
A. Model of the Coupled Servo-Loops
A fully stabilized optical frequency comb can be schematically
described by two interconnected feedback loops, labeled (1)
and (2), respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The comb is
modeled here by a linear system, which is fully justified as
f CEO and f rep were observed to change linearly with the pump
power and cavity length, around the considered comb set
point, over a broad range compared to the small changes con-
sidered in this study. Our model is described in the frequency
(Fourier) domain, as is generally done for the description of
closed loop transfer functions, and uses the notation com-
monly adopted to describe laser stabilization loops [23,24].
This approach has two advantages compared to a time domain
description. First, it is more pedagogic and intuitive, as it leads
to amultiplication of the different transfer functions of the loop
components instead of a convolution of the corresponding im-
pulse responses arising in the time domain representation.
Second, the noise spectra and transfer functions of the comb
are experimentally obtained in the frequency domain.
In the model, loop (1) concerns the stabilization of the CEO
frequency and loop (2) the repetition rate. Following the
standard description of servo systems [23,24], each loop is
composed of the three following elements:
(i) A phase detector, characterized by its transfer function
Djω in V=Hz. The output of the phase detector con-
stitutes the error signal ~ejω, which is proportional
to the difference δ~f jω between the stabilized input
signal frequency ~f stabj ω and the reference frequency
~f 0j : ~ejω  Djω · δ~f jω  Djω · ~f stabj ω − ~f 0j .
(ii) A servo controller with a transfer function
Gjω, which produces a correction signal
~ucorj ω  Gjω · Djω · δ~f jω.
(iii) An actuator, with a transfer function Cjjω  Cf juj ω
(in Hz=V), which converts the correction voltage ~ucorj ω
into a correction ~f corj ω  Cjjω · Gjω · Djω · δ~f jω
of the free-running frequency ~f freej .
More specifically, the DXD200 digital phase detector,
with a measured transfer function D1ω  −e−iπ=21.8 · 10−3=
ω=2π V=Hz [19], is used in the CEO stabilization loop.
In this case, the actuator is the pump laser current, which
is controlled via the voltage ~u1ω  ~upumpω applied to
the modulation port of the pump laser driver. The pump cur-
rent corrects the (free-running) CEO frequency ~f free1 by
~f cor1 ω  C11 · G1 · D1 · δ~f 1, where C11ω  Cf CEOupumpω. The
dependence on the Fourier frequency ω=2π has been omitted
here and in the following expressions for the sake of clarity. At
the same time, this correction signal changes the repetition
rate frequency ~f free2 by ~f
coupl
2 ω  C21 · ~ucor1 (coupling term),
where C21ω is the dynamic response of the repetition rate
to pump current modulation.
In the repetition rate stabilization loop, a double balanced
mixer is used as a phase detector to compare the frequency
(4 · f rep − f DRO) to a 20 MHz reference signal, where f DRO is
the frequency of the 980 MHz DRO referenced to the H-maser.
The measured transfer function of the phase detector in the
repetition rate loop is D2ω  −e−iπ=20.86=ω=2π V=Hz.
The correction voltage ~u2  ~uPZT, applied at the input of the
highvoltage amplifier that drives thePZTof the laser resonator,
induces a frequency correction ~f cor2  C22 · G2 · D2 · δ~f 2 of the
C11
C21
G1
e1
e2
f2 = f2 + f2 + f2stab free cor couplf2cor
u2
cor
u1
cor
f1cor f1 = f1 + f1 + f1stab free cor coupl
f1coupl
f2coupl
G2
D1
D2C22
C12
Comb
PIC201
PIC210
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(2) Repetiton rate loop
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f
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∑
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~
Fig. 3. (Color online) Schematic representation of the two coupled
stabilization loops in the Er:fiber comb. Loop (1) stabilizes the CEO
frequency and loop (2) the repetition rate.
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free-running repetition rate ~f free2 , where C22ω is the dynamic
response of the repetition rate to cavity length modulation. At
the same time, this correction signal changes the CEO fre-
quency ~f free1 by a coupling term ~f
coupl
1  C12 · ~ucor2 , where C12 is
the dynamic response of the CEO to cavity length modulation.
The coupling between the servo loops is a direct conse-
quence of the nonvanishing tuning coefficients C12 and C21
that lead to a change of ~f rep (~f CEO) with a change of ~upump
( ~uPZT). As a result, two terms contribute to the feedback signal
applied to the frequency ~f freej . In addition to the correction sig-
nal ~f corj produced by the main stabilization loop, a coupling
term ~f couplj originating from the other loop occurs. Following
the standard description of servo systems [23,24], the CEO
and repetition rate frequencies ~f stabj ω in the fully stabilized
comb (closed loops) are related to the free-running frequen-
cies ~f freej (open loops) by
~f stabj  ~f freej  ~f corj  ~f couplj : (5)
The aforementioned description of the fully stabilized comb
constitutes a multiple-input multiple-output system [25]. The
feedback signals, made of the direct corrections plus the cou-
pling terms, are obtained from the deviations Δ~f j  ~f freej − ~f 0j
of the CEO and repetition rate frequencies from their refer-
ence values in the free-running frequency comb as
 
~f cor1  ~f coupl1
~f cor2  ~f coupl2
!

 
C11 C12
C21 C22
!
·
 
G1 0
0 G2
!
·
 
D1 0
0 D2
!
·
 
Δ~f 1
Δ~f 2
!
: (6)
Combining Eqs. (5) and (6) and defining Kj  CjjGjDj=
1 − CjjGjDj, the following expression is obtained for the
residual frequency deviations of the fully stabilized optical
frequency comb:
δ~f j 
1 Kj

Δ~f j  KkΔ~f k CjkCkk
	
1 − KjKk
CjkCkj
CjjCkk
; (7)
where j, k  1, 2 and j ≠ k.
With this model, the residual frequency deviations of the
CEO and repetition rate in the fully stabilized frequency comb,
δ~f jω, can be calculated from the frequency deviations of
the free-running comb, Δ~f jω, provided that the gain Kjω
of each loop is known, as well as the comb dynamic re-
sponse matrix Cjkω. Using the definition of the PSD,
Sxy  limT→∞h1T ~xω ~yωi, we can rewrite Eq. (7) in terms of
frequency noise PSD self-spectra (Sxx) and cross-spectra (Sxy)
[26]:
 
Sδf 1δf 1 Sδf 1δf 2
Sδf 2δf 1 Sδf 2δf 2
!

 
H11 H12
H21 H22
!
·
 
SΔf 1Δf 1 SΔf 1Δf 2
SΔf 2Δf 1 SΔf 2Δf 2
!
·
 
H11 H12
H21 H22
!
; (8)
where
Hjjω  1 Kj ·

1 − KjKk
CjkCkj
CjjCkk

−1
;
Hjkω  1 KjKk
Cjk
Ckk

1 − KjKk
CjkCkj
CjjCkk

−1
are the elements of the closed loop transfer function matrix (j,
k  1, 2 and j ≠ k), and the exponent  in the matrix H
indicates the Hermitian conjugate. If all the terms on the
right-hand side of Eq. (7) or (8) are known experimentally,
the resulting noise of the fully stabilized comb [left-hand side
of Eq. (7) or (8)] can be calculated and the model can be ap-
plied to predict the noise properties of any comb line.
All the matrix elements Cjkω have been measured as de-
scribed in Subsection 3.B. The additional measurement of the
open-loop transfer functions of the phase detectors Djω and
of the servo controllers Gjω enabled us to determine all the
closed loops transfer functions Hjkω. Finally, the frequency
noise PSDs of the repetition rate (SΔf 2Δf 2) and of the CEO beat
(SΔf 1Δf 1) in the free-running comb have been measured as de-
scribed in the following sections. However, the cross-spectra
SΔf jΔf k (k ≠ j), which describe the correlation of the noise be-
tween the CEO and the repetition rate in the free-running
comb, are not known from our experimental measurements.
In the most general case, fluctuations of f rep and f CEO can
arise from different noise sources, and thus the correlation
between these frequency fluctuations can be only partial.
However, we will assume that the fluctuations of f CEO and
f rep in the free-running comb are 100% anticorrelated. We will
see that this assumption is justified in our case by the mea-
sured frequency noise PSD of an optical comb line used to
infer some information about the unknown cross-spectra
(see Subsection 5.A). This results from the fact that pump
power fluctuations constitute the principal source of noise
in our free-running comb as discussed later.
The model presented in this section is slightly simplified for
ease of understanding and to make it more didactic. The con-
tribution of the noise of the RF references f 0j used in the two
loops has not been taken into account here, and ideal noiseless
references have been considered. This is fully justified for the
CEO stabilization loop, as the noise of the stabilized CEO beat
is usually orders of magnitude higher than the noise of the re-
ference f 01. But the frequency stability of the repetition rate is
known to be limited by the noise of the reference when the
comb is locked to an RF oscillator [27,28]. Therefore, the noise
of the reference f 02 used in the repetition rate servo loop has to
be taken into account for the completeness of the model, in
order to properly determine the noise properties of the repeti-
tion rate and, thus, of an optical comb line. An extended
model including the noise of the RF reference is detailed in
Appendix A. All the results discussed in Subsections 4.B and
5.B have been obtained from this complete model, i.e., using
Eqs. (A2)–(A8).
B. Impact of the CEO Stabilization on the Repetition
Rate
Our model of the fully stabilized optical frequency comb with
two feedback loops shows the cross-impact of the actuators
that results from the nonvanishing coupling coefficients
Cjkω in Eqs. (7) and (8). In order to observe the influence
of this coupling experimentally, we measured the frequency
noise PSD of the repetition rate and of the CEO beat in our
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Er:fiber comb in two different conditions. In the first case,
only one comb parameter was stabilized (either f rep or
f CEO) by closing the corresponding loop. The second loop
was disabled, so that no signal was applied to the second ac-
tuator and thus no coupling occurred. In the second case, both
feedback loops were simultaneously enabled, so that their re-
ciprocal coupling influence was observed. In both cases, the
frequency noise PSD of the repetition rate and of the CE -beat
was measured as described below.
The frequency noise of the repetition rate was measured by
detecting the sixth harmonic of f rep at 1.5 GHz using an inde-
pendent, out-of-loop, fast photodiode (New-Focus 1434,
25 GHz bandwidth). This signal was filtered, amplified, and
frequency divided by 15 to be measured against a low-
phase-noise 100 MHz synthesizer (SpectraDynamics Cs-1)
using a phase noise measurement system (NMS from Spectra-
Dynamics). As an alternative, to overcome the noise floor of
the phase noise measurement system occurring at high Four-
ier frequency, a second measurement was implemented using
the HF2PLL frequency discriminator to demodulate the repe-
tition rate. To increase the measurement sensitivity to the
small frequency fluctuations of the repetition rate, a higher
harmonic of f rep has been used here, i.e., the 12th harmonic
at 3 GHz. The HF2PLL frequency discriminator was operated
with a 20 MHz carrier frequency. For this purpose, the 3 GHz
repetition rate harmonic was frequency downconverted to
20 MHz by mixing with a reference signal at 2.98 GHz deliv-
ered by a frequency synthesizer referenced to an H-maser. The
low-pass filtered 20 MHz signal was then demodulated in the
digital HF2PLL discriminator, and the demodulated signal was
measured with an FFT spectrum analyzer. The data obtained
with the twomeasurement systems were combined in order to
minimize the limitation due to the instrumental noise floor.
The resulting frequency noise spectra are displayed in Fig. 4,
together with the frequency of the free-running repetition rate
to assess the effect of each actuator. The instrumental noise
floor limits the measurement of the repetition rate in the range
10–100 kHz when the CEO is free-running, but in a larger
range of 2–100 kHz when the CEO is stabilized.
Whereas the noise of the repetition rate is strongly reduced
by the PZT feedback signal, the bandwidth of this servo loop is
limited by the transfer function of the PZT to a few hundred
hertz. This bandwidthmight be enlarged to the kilohertz range,
but with the detrimental consequence of a degradation of the
optical linewidth of the comb lines due to the larger contribu-
tion of the repetition rate servo bump to the comb frequency
noise PSD. The repetition rate servo bandwidth was thus
limited to a lower value to prevent this degradation. With only
the repetition rate loop enabled, the frequency noise around
100 Hz is slightly higher than in the free-running comb as a re-
sult of the ≈120 Hz servo bump. A significant improvement in
the frequency noise of the repetition rate is observed when the
CEO stabilization is enabled. The improvement is larger than
one order of magnitude in terms of PSD in the frequency
range 60 Hz–4 kHz (however, the measurement with the stabi-
lized CEO is limited by the instrumental noise floor at
ω=2π > 3 kHz). This results from the cross-sensitivity of f rep
to the pump power and to the larger bandwidth of the CEO ser-
vo loop. These two features lead to an enhancement of the
overall repetition rate feedback bandwidth. As a consequence,
the noise of an optical comb line, which is dominated by the
noise contribution of the repetition rate, is improved by the
CEO stabilization loop (apart from the CEO servo bump at
around 10 kHz). In this context, the full stabilization of the
comb is beneficial for beat note experiments with external la-
sers, as it leads to improved noise properties in comparison
with the alternative method, where the CEO is not controlled
or only very smoothly controlled and then subtracted from the
beat note [17]. This fact has been verified experimentally.
We alsomeasured the frequency noise PSD of the CEO beat,
with the repetition rate servo loop both enabled and disabled,
to observe the influence of the repetition rate stabilization onto
the CEO. The frequency noise of the stabilized CEO beat was
measured from the signal of the in-loop DXD200 phase detec-
tor, recorded with an FFT spectrum analyzer, whereas the fre-
quency noise of the free-runningCEObeatwasmeasured using
the Miteq frequency discriminator. We observed no significant
impact of the repetition rate stabilization on the CEO fre-
quency noise.
These experimental results have been used to check our
theoretical model. In Fig. 5, we compare the frequency noise
of the repetition rate experimentally measured in the fully sta-
bilized comb with the one calculated with the model [using
Eqs. (A2)–(A8)] from the frequency noise of the free-running
comb. The experimental results are in a very good agreement
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Measured frequency noise PSD of the repeti-
tion rate (@250 MHz) in the free-running and stabilized Er:fiber comb
(with and without CEO stabilization). At high frequencies, the mea-
surement is limited by the instrumental noise floor of the HF2PLL
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Frequency noise PSD of the repetition rate in
the fully stabilized Er:fiber comb: comparison between the experi-
mental measurement (thick grey curve) and the calculation from
the theoretical model (thin dark curve).
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with the model. The small difference observed in the range
2–10 kHz results from the instrumental noise floor in the mea-
surement of the repetition rate frequency noise. The repetition
rate frequency noise measurement is limited by the instrumen-
tal noise floor above ≈2 kHz in the fully stabilized comb (see
Fig. 4), but in a narrower frequency range (10–100 kHz) for
the free-running repetition rate, which is relevant for the
spectrum calculated from the model, due to its higher noise.
These experimental results demonstrate the suitability of
our theoretical approach in the calculation of the coupling be-
tween the repetition rate and CEO stabilization loops. In the
next section, we will present a further verification of the mod-
el applied to the noise of an optical comb line at 1.56 μm.
5. NOISE OF AN OPTICAL COMB LINE
In this section, the developed model is applied to quantify the
impact of the servo-loop coupling on the noise properties of
the comb. The contribution of the CEO to the frequency noise
of a comb line is first shown (Subsection 5.A), then the impact
of the servo-loop coupling is assessed by calculating the fre-
quency noise of a comb line in the presence and absence of
coupling (Subsection 5.B).
A. CEO Contribution to the Optical Frequency Noise
To assess the impact of the servo-loop coupling on the noise
properties of an optical comb line, the heterodyne beat be-
tween the comb and a 1.56 μm cavity-stabilized ultranarrow-
linewidth laser [18] was characterized. The beat signal was
measured with a fiber-coupled photodiode by combining
≈1 mW from the ultrastable laser with ≈60 μW from the comb,
spectrally filtered to a 0.3 nm (40 GHz) width using a diffrac-
tion grating. About 160 comb lines contribute to the detected
comb optical power, corresponding to an average power of
less than 400 nW per comb line. Despite this low power, a beat
signal with a signal-to-noise ratio of more than 30 dB (at
100 kHz resolution bandwidth) was detected in the range
20–40 MHz depending on the laser fine tuning. The beat note
was amplified to ≈0 dBm, bandpass filtered at 20 MHz and
then demodulated with the Miteq frequency discriminator.
The noise of the demodulated beat signal was recorded with
an FFT spectrum analyzer and converted into frequency noise
using the discriminator sensitivity. The frequency noise PSD
of the heterodyne beat signal represents the frequency noise
of the optical comb line as the contribution of the ultranarrow-
linewidth laser is negligible.
Figure 6 displays the measured frequency noise PSD of
the 1.56 μm comb line and of the CEO beat for comparison
(measured from the in-loop DXD200 phase detector as
described in Subsection 4.B). One observes that the CEO fre-
quency noise is significantly higher than the noise of the comb
line in the range 3–100 kHz, corresponding to the CEO servo
bump. This is possible only if the frequency noise of f CEO is
anticorrelated and of similar amplitude to the contribution of
N · f rep, as the total fluctuation of the comb line νN corre-
sponds to δνN  δf CEO  N · δf rep, which arises from the
well-known comb equation νN  f CEO  N · f rep. In order to
verify this statement, the contribution of the CEO beat to
the optical comb line was subtracted from the laser–comb het-
erodyne beat as explained in Subsection 3.A. The CEO-free
beat signal, demodulated with the Miteq frequency discrimina-
tor and measured with an FFT spectrum analyzer, simply re-
presents the noise of the repetition rate multiplied to the
optical domain by the mode number N (i.e. SN ·δf repN ·δf rep ).
The similar noise feature observed at 10 kHz for both f CEO
and N · f rep, resulting from the servo-loop coupling, confirms
that the CEO frequency noise is anticorrelated with the noise
of the repetition rate. This leads to a strong reduction of the
CEO contribution in the noise of the optical comb line. This
anticorrelation is also in agreement with the inverse sign ob-
tained in the static tuning coefficients of f CEO and f rep for
pump current variation reported in Subsection 3.A. Compar-
ing the experimentally measured frequency noise PSD of the
CEO-free beat (SN ·δf repN ·δf rep ) with the frequency noise PSD of
the repetition rate (Sδf repδf rep ) calculated from our model and
multiplied by N2 shows again very good agreement, as shown
in Fig. 7.
B. Impact of the Servo-Loop Coupling
It was experimentally shown in the previous section that the
coupling between the CEO and the repetition rate servo loops
leads to a strong reduction of the noise of an optical comb line
in the 1.5 μmwavelength range. The beneficial influence of the
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Measured individual contributions of the CEO
and repetition rate frequency noise PSD (Sδf CEOδf CEO and SN ·δf repN ·δf rep )
to an optical comb line at 1.56 μm and comparison with the measured
frequency noise of the optical comb line (SδνN δνN ) experimentally as-
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Comparison of the frequency noise of the CEO-
free heterodyne beat (νN − f CEO  N · f rep) experimentally measured
(thick grey curve) and calculated from the model (thin dark curve).
In order to overcome the limitation in the frequency noise of the free-
running repetition rate used in the model that results from the instru-
mental noise floor (see Fig. 5), the frequency noise PSD of f rep was
obtained from the CEO-free optical beat at 1.56 μm (N · f rep with
N ≈ 770;000) divided by N2.
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servo-loop coupling on the comb noise can be quantified with
our model by comparing the frequency noise computed in
the presence and absence of coupling. However, this proce-
dure is less straightforward than the calculation presented
in Subsection 5.A for the CEO-free comb line, where only
the noise of the repetition rate (N · f rep) was contributing.
Here, the frequency noise of both f rep and f CEO in the
free-running comb [i.e., Δ~f repω and Δ~f CEOω] must be ac-
counted for to determine their resulting noise in the fully
stabilized comb, δ~f repω and δ~f CEOω, using Eqs. (A2)–(A8),
and then these quantities must be combined with their respec-
tive phase to determine the resulting noise of a comb line
δ~νNω  δ~f CEOω  N · δ~f repω. In these processes, the cor-
relation between the noise of f rep and f CEO has to be taken into
account for a correct application of the model. This can be
done either using the cross-spectra SΔf jΔf k in Eq. (8) or by
knowing the phase of the frequency deviationsΔ~f j of the free-
running comb in Eq. (7) and later on in the stabilized comb
(δ~f j). However, none of these parameters is known in our ex-
periments, as only PSD spectra (self-spectra) have been
measured for the CEO and repetition rate frequencies. As
mentioned in Subsection 4.A, a 100% anticorrelation between
Δ~f repω and Δ~f CEOω has been considered when applying
the model to the noise of an optical comb line, and we will
justify this assumption here.
To infer the correlation between the noise of the CEO and
repetition rate in the free-running comb, the basic comb equa-
tion enables the frequency deviation of an optical comb mode
to be related to the frequency deviations of the CEO and
repetition rate:Δ~νN  Δ~f CEO  N ·Δ~f rep. This can be written
down in terms of the frequency noise PSDs as
SΔνNΔνN  SΔf CEOΔf CEO  SN ·Δf repN ·Δf rep  SΔf CEON ·Δf rep
 SN ·Δf repΔf CEO ;
where the cross-spectra SΔf CEON ·Δf rep and SN ·Δf repΔf CEO can be
replaced by self-spectra using the complex coherence defined
in the general case as γxyω  Sxyω=

Sxxω · Syyω
p
. The
resulting frequency noise PSD of the free-running optical
comb line is given by the following expression:
SΔνNΔνN  SΔf CEOΔf CEO  SN ·Δf repN ·Δf rep
 γΔf CEON·Δf rep  γN ·Δf repΔf CEO 
×

SΔf CEOΔf CEO · SN ·Δf repN ·Δf rep
q
: (9)
The sum of the complex coherences can be determined from
Eq. (9) as
ΓΔω  γΔf CEON ·Δf rep  γN ·Δf repΔf CEO
 SΔνNΔνN − SΔf CEOΔf CEO − SN ·Δf repN ·Δf rep
SΔf CEOΔf CEO · SN ·Δf repN ·Δf rep
q : (10)
The frequency noise PSDs of the 1.56 μm comb line, of the
CEO beat, and of the CEO-free beat (representing the repeti-
tion rate contribution to the frequency noise of the optical
comb mode) in the free-running comb, measured as described
in Subsection 4.B, are shown in Fig. 8(a). From these spectra,
the sum of the complex coherences has been calculated
according to Eq. (10) and is displayed in Fig. 8(b) as a
function of the Fourier frequency. We observe that the sum
of the coherences remains nearly constant at a value of
ΓΔω  γΔf CEON·Δf rep  γN ·Δf repΔf CEO ≈ −2 in a wide frequency
range of 10 Hz–100 kHz. As jγxyωj ≤ 1, this is only possible
if the CEO and repetition rate fluctuations in the free-running
optical frequency comb are 100% anticorrelated, which con-
firms our hypothesis made in Subsection 4.A. One should
point out that this observation is not in contradiction with
the frequency-dependent comb fixed point that we introduced
in Subsection 3.B. Here, the observed value of the coherence
sum ΓΔω just tells us how the phases of the fluctuations of
f CEO and f rep in the free-running comb are related to each
other, but it does not indicate anything about their relative
amplitude. On the other hand, the frequency dependence of
the comb fixed point that was shown in Fig. 2 is only related
to the varying relative amplitude of the transfer functions of
f CEO and f rep for a given modulation, not to their phase. There-
fore, a frequency-dependent fixed point may occur when the
noise in f CEO and f rep is fully correlated. The existence of a
quasi-fixed point instead of a fixed point is, however, due
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Fig. 8. (Color online) (a) Measured individual contributions of the CEO and repetition rate frequency noise PSDs (SΔf CEOΔf CEO and SN ·Δf repN ·Δf rep )
to an optical comb line at 1.56 μm and comparison with the measured frequency noise of the optical comb line (SΔνNΔνN ) experimentally assessed
from the heterodyne beat between a cavity-stabilized laser and the free-running comb. (b) Frequency dependence of the sum of the complex
coherences ΓΔω  γΔf CEON ·Δf rep  γN ·Δf repΔf CEO  between the frequency variations of the CEO and repetition rate in the free-running comb (left
vertical axis). The correlation between the phase of the variations of f CEO and f rep induced by pump current modulation is also shown, represented
by cosfφCEOω − φrepωg (right vertical axis), where φCEO and φrep are the phases of the transfer functions of Fig. 1.
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to the phase difference between the modulation of f CEO and
f rep, φCEO − φrep ≠ kπ. In Fig. 8(b), we also plotted the cosine of
the phase difference (φCEO − φrep) obtained for pump power
modulation, for comparison with the coherence sum ΓΔω
assessed from the PSDs. Good agreement between these
two curves is observed up to ≈10 kHz, even if ΓΔω becomes
noisy below ≈30 Hz. This is an indication that pump power
fluctuation is the dominant source of noise in our comb, as
already pointed out in other Er:fiber combs [15,29].
At higher Fourier frequencies, a discrepancy is observed be-
tween ΓΔω and cosfφCEOω − φrepωg, which seems to in-
dicate that pump fluctuation is no longer the dominant source
of noise in the comb, but the anticorrelation between f CEO and
f rep remains (ΓΔω ≈ −2).
In the general model described in Appendix A, we still have
to take into account the noise of the RF reference in the re-
petition rate stabilization loop. When doing so, we lose the
information about the phase of the frequency deviations
δ~f repω of the stabilized repetition rate [see Eq. (A4)], which
generally becomes uncorrelated with the CEO deviations
δ~f CEOω within the bandwidth of the repetition rate stabiliza-
tion loop. For the determination of the residual frequency de-
viations of an optical comb line in the fully stabilized comb
(δ~νNω), we nevertheless considered 100% anticorrelation be-
tween δ~f repω and δ~f CEOω. This is justified by the following
two facts:
(i) At a low Fourier frequency (below a couple of kilo-
hertz), the contribution of the CEO residual noise to
a comb line is much smaller than the contribution of
the repetition rate N · δ~f repω (see Fig. 6), which is lim-
ited by the noise δ~f ref2 ω of the RF reference. There-
fore, it does not matter if δ~f CEOω and N · δ~f repω
are added here in quadrature or by considering a phase
relation between these two quantities.
(ii) At a higher Fourier frequency, the noise of the RF re-
ference no longer contributes to δ~f repω, due to the
limited bandwidth of the repetition rate stabilization
loop with the PZT. As a consequence, the repetition
rate noise is dominated by the CEO servo bump due
to the servo-loop coupling, and it is thus highly corre-
lated with δ~f CEOω. This was experimentally con-
firmed by determining the sum of the complex
coherences Γδω  γδf CEON ·δf rep  γN ·δf repδf CEO in the sta-
bilized comb in a similar way to Eq. (10) and Fig. 8(b)
for the free-running comb.
The frequency noise of the fully stabilized comb was calcu-
lated in two different cases, with and without servo-loop
coupling. Results are shown in Fig. 9 for a comb line at
1.56 μm. The first case, with the servo-loop coupling taken into
account, corresponds to the real behavior of the comb. The
calculated spectrum is in good agreement with the frequency
noise PSD experimentally measured from the heterodyne beat
between the optical frequency comb and the ultrastable laser.
This confirms our assumptions about the correlation of the
noise of f CEO and f rep in both the unstabilized and stabilized
comb. In the second case, nullified coupling coefficients
(Cjkω  0) were considered to simulate the hypothetical
case where no coupling would be present between the two
servo loops. In that case, the calculated frequency noise
PSD of the stabilized comb line is two orders of magnitude
higher in a wide Fourier frequency range (100 Hz–10 kHz)
than in the presence of coupling. This result demonstrates
the positive impact of the cross-influence between the CEO
and the repetition rate servo loops on the frequency noise
of an optical comb line.
6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In order to study the coupled influence of the repetition rate
and CEO servo loops in an Er:fiber comb, we first measured
the comb dynamic response to a given perturbation, either
pump power or cavity length variation. The experimental data
led us to introduce two modifications to the elastic tape model
originally described by Telle and co-workers [8]. First, we
showed that a fixed point does not always exist for a given
source of perturbation, and this notion has to be replaced
by a quasi-fixed point at which the noise of the comb optical
line is minimized but is not zero, due to the incomplete cor-
relation between the fluctuations of f CEO and f rep arising from
a phase shift φCEO − φrep ≠ kπ in the dynamic responses of
f CEO and f rep. Second, we showed that the quasi-fixed point
is not unique for a given source of perturbation but varies with
the Fourier frequency of the perturbation instead. All of this
experimental evidence led us to extend the former concept of
the comb fixed point to a frequency-dependent quasi-fixed
point. For cavity length fluctuations, the quasi-fixed point
varies by more than one order of magnitude from DC
(NPZTfix ≈ 2;600) to 200 Hz Fourier frequency (N
PZT
q-fix ≈ 200).
The frequency dependence of the quasi-fixed point for
pump current modulation is also significant, showing an im-
portant increase from Npumpq-fix ≈ 6.4 · 10
4 at ω=2π ≈ 0.1 Hz to
Npumpq-fix ≈ 4 · 10
5 at ω=2π ≈ 5 Hz, followed by weaker frequency
dependence from ≈5 Hz up to ≈20 kHz.
Whereas the quasi-fixed point results from the noise corre-
lation between the CEO and repetition rate in a free-running
comb, we also studied the influence of this correlation in the
fully stabilized comb. This correlation leads to a coupling be-
tween the two servo loops used to phase lock the repetition
rate and the CEO frequency to a common RF reference using
feedback to the cavity length (via a PZT) and to the pump
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Frequency noise PSD of a comb line at 1.56 μm
calculated from the model in the presence and absence of coupling
between the two servo loops. The frequency noise spectrum experi-
mentally measured for a 1.56 μm comb line from the heterodyne beat
between the comb and an ultrastable laser is also shown for compar-
ison (thick grey curve). In order to overcome the limitation in the fre-
quency noise of the free-running repetition rate used in the model that
results from the instrumental noise floor (see Fig. 5), the frequency
noise PSD of f rep was obtained from the CEO-free optical beat at
1.56 μm (N · f rep with N ≈ 770;000) divided by N2.
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power, respectively. We experimentally observed that the re-
petition rate loop (via the PZT) does not induce any noticeable
effect on the CEO stabilization. On the other hand, a signifi-
cant contribution of the CEO loop (via the pump diode cur-
rent) to the repetition rate stabilization is observed, leading
to a 10-fold reduction of the frequency noise PSD of the
repetition rate over a wide range of Fourier frequencies
(100 Hz–10 kHz) compared to the case where no coupling
would occur. We developed a theoretical model that quanti-
fies the impact of the servo-loop coupling on the comb
frequency noise. The model has been validated by experimen-
tal data obtained through an extensive characterization of the
frequency noise properties of the comb, measured for the
CEO beat f CEO, the repetition rate f rep, the repetition rate con-
tribution to an optical comb line N · f rep  νN − f CEO, and a
comb line νN at 1557 nm. This model enabled us to predict
the frequency noise PSD of an optical comb line at 1557 nm
in the presence and in absence of coupling between the servo
loops. The results of this modeling show a reduction of the
frequency noise of the comb line by almost two orders of mag-
nitude in terms of PSD in a wide frequency range due to the
beneficial influence of the CEO stabilization, via feedback to
the pump diode current, on the noise of the repetition rate.
This is a consequence of the fact that the comb noise results
primarily from pump power noise, which leads to a strong cor-
relation between the noise of the repetition rate and of the
CEO beat. Therefore, reducing the noise of one of the comb
parameters with a feedback loop should also affect the second
parameter due to the cross-influence. In our experiment no
effect of the repetition rate stabilization is observed on the
CEO because of the limited feedback bandwidth (around
150 Hz) and the much smaller frequency noise present in
the repetition rate as compared to the CEO beat (which makes
the corrections induced to the CEO insignificant). On the
other hand, the CEO loop has a significant effect on the repeti-
tion rate, because of the large correction signal applied to the
pump current (which results from the high noise present in
the free-running CEO beat and from the much larger band-
width of the CEO feedback loop, on the order of 12 kHz).
Finally, the model reported here can be extended with
minor adaptations to the case of ultrastable microwave gen-
eration, when the comb is locked to an optical reference and
used as an optical-to-microwave frequency divider [30]. In
such a case, the repetition rate stabilization loop can be
slightly modified to account for the stabilization of one comb
line to an optical reference (ultrastable laser) instead of di-
rectly stabilizing the repetition rate to an RF reference.
APPENDIX A: COMPLETE MODEL OF THE
COUPLED SERVO LOOPS ACCOUNTING
FOR THE NOISE OF THE FREQUENCY
REFERENCES
In the model presented in Subsection 4.A, we considered the
error signal ~ej  Dj · δ~f j to be proportional to the difference
δ~f j  ~f stabj − ~f 0j between the stabilized input signal frequency
~f stabj and an ideal reference frequency ~f
0
j . There, the noise of
this reference frequency was assumed to be negligible com-
pared to the residual frequency noise of the stabilized frequen-
cies ~f stabj . In the real case of a reference signal having finite
frequency fluctuations Δ~f refj within the PLL bandwidth, these
fluctuations are transferred to the stabilized signal frequency.
We account for this contribution in our model by introducing a
term responsible for the noise of the reference frequency
Δ~f refj  ~f refj − ~f 0j . In this case, the error signal ~ej  Dj · δ~f j is
replaced by ~ej  Dj~f stabj − ~f refj   Djδ~f j −Δ~f refj . Here, as
previously, δ~f j  ~f stabj − ~f 0j represents the deviations from an
ideal reference frequency ~f 0j in the stabilized comb and
Δ~f j  ~f freej − ~f 0j are the deviations of the CEO and repetition
rate frequencies from their reference values ~f 0j in the free-
running frequency comb. Thus, the frequency correction
signal ~f corj  CjjGjDj~f stabj − ~f refj  and the coupling term
~f couplj  Cjk ~ucork in Eq. (6) transform into
 
~f cor1  ~f coupl1
~f cor2  ~f coupl2
!

 
C11 C12
C21 C22
!
·
 
G1 0
0 G2
!
·
 
D1 0
0 D2
!
·
 
Δ~f 1 −Δ~f ref1
Δ~f 2 −Δ~f ref2
!
: (A1)
In the resulting expression of the frequency deviations
δ~f jω of the fully stabilized comb, the contributions originat-
ing from the noise of the references can be separated from the
contributions intrinsic to the comb. This latter term, labeled
here δ~f combj ω, corresponds to the ideal case encountered
with perfect noiseless references, as considered in Section 4.
The additional term arising from the noise of the references is
labeled δ~f refj ω. The total residual frequency deviations are
given by δ~f jω  δ~f combj ω  δ~f refj ω, with the following ex-
pression for each noise source:
δ~f combj 
1 Kj

Δ~f j  KkΔ~f k CjkCkk
	
1 − KjKk
CjkCkj
CjjCkk
; (A2)
δ~f refj  −Δ~f refj
Kj

1Kk CjkCkjCjjCkk
	
1 −KjKk
CjkCkj
CjjCkk
−Δ~f refk
Kk1Kj CjkCkk
1 −KjKk
CjkCkj
CjjCkk
: (A3)
As follows from the definition of the frequency noise PSD,
by multiplying δ~f jω  δ~f combj ω  δ~f refj ω by its complex
conjugate and simply replacing all the frequency deviations
in Eqs. (A1)–(A3) by the corresponding frequency noise
PSDs and cross-spectral densities as δ~f j δ~f k → Sδf jδf k ,
Δ~f jΔ~f k → SΔf jΔf k , and Δ~f
ref
j Δ~f k → SΔf refj Δf k , the experimen-
tally measurable frequency noise PSDs in the fully stabilized
optical frequency comb Sδf jδf j can be obtained.
This model describes any pair of coupled loops. However,
its implementation requires additional information about the
phase of the frequency deviations of the free-running comb
Δ~f jω (or the cross-spectra SΔf jΔf k in terms of PSDs). We
thus assume, on one hand, that the CEO noise is of the same
origin as the repetition rate noise and these noise contribu-
tions are considered as 100% anticorrelated, as justified in
Subsection 5.B. On the other hand, the noise contribution
from the reference, δ~f refj ω, is totally uncorrelated with the
intrinsic comb contribution, δ~f combj ω. The frequency noise
of the stabilized comb is thus determined from Eqs. (A2)
and (A3) using the frequency noise PSDs and taking
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δ~f refj ω and δ~f combj ω in quadrature to determine the fre-
quency deviations of the stabilized comb:


δ~f j

  

δ~f combj 

2  

δ~f refj 

2q : (A4)
In terms of PSDs, Eqs. (A1)–(A4) can be written down as
Sδf j  Sδf combj δf combj  Sδf refj δf refj ; (A5)
where

Sδf comb1 δf comb1 Sδf comb1 δf comb2
Sδf comb2 δf comb1 Sδf comb2 δf comb2



H11 H12
H21 H22

·

SΔf 1Δf 1 SΔf 1Δf 2
SΔf 2Δf 1 SΔf 2Δf 2

·

H11 H12
H21 H22

; (A6)

Sδf ref1 ;δf ref1 Sδf ref1 ;δf ref2
Sδf ref2 ;δf ref1 Sδf ref2 ;δf ref2



Href11 H
ref
12
Href21 H
ref
22

·

SΔf ref1 Δf ref1 SΔf ref1 Δf ref2
SΔf ref2 Δf ref1 SΔf ref2 Δf ref2

·

Href11 H
ref
12
Href21 H
ref
22

; (A7)
Hjjω 
1 Kj
1 − KjKk
CjkCkj
CjjCkk
;
Hjkω  Hrefjk ω 
1 KjKk CjkCkk
1 − KjKk
CjkCkj
CjjCkk
;
Hrefjj ω 
Kj

1 Kk CjkCkjCjjCkk

1 − KjKk
CjkCkj
CjjCkk
: (A8)
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